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Role of sun in health 

 
Raj Kumar S 

 
Abstract  
Sun plays very important role in health. The planets that are indicating sixth cusp should give a person 
health issues. It is equally true the planets that contradictory sixth cusp should relieve the person from 
illness. This implies of a person need to get sickness the planet aligned to six the cusp would always give 
health issues and contradictory planet should always save him. This should be supported by the Dasa and 
transit chart. 
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Introduction 
Every planet directly or indirectly causes health. The Sun is understood as the important 
constellation to save a person. Typically, Sun is not in good health the major key illness is 
caused.  
Let’s understand various diseases caused by various planets. 
 

Planet Diseases 

Sun 
Heart, eye-sight (Right Eye for Male and left eye for female), general body, constitution, 

general health, eyes, Stomach, Blood, Skin, Belly 

Moon 
Breast, Eye sight (Left eye for Male and right eye for female), Throat, mind, head, chest, 

kidney, water in body, heart, nervous debility, Alimentary canal 

Mars 
Blood, marrow, energy, genitals, rectum, veins, head, female organs, Fore-head, nose vitality, 

pregnancy problems, blood pressure, emotions, anger, aggression, menstrual cycle. 

Mercury 
Lungs, Tongue, arms, mouth, chest, spinal cord, gall bladder, nerves, skin, memory, gall 

bladder, Spinal system. 

Jupiter 
Thighs, Fat, kidney, liver, tongue, right ear, higher mental plane, diabetes, brain, Memory, 

Spleen, Semen, Pleura 

Saturn 
All types of joints, particularly knee cap and knee joints, arthritis, muscular pains, ears, Skin, 

hair, Osseous system 

Venus 
Eye sight, pigmentation causing ugliness, problem of teeth, legs, hair, bones, sweat glands, 
limbs, fatigue, weakness, ageing, wrinkles, disease causing acute sorrow, piles. Chin, Face, 

Genital Organs, Throat. 

Rahu 
Bad teeth, dental problems, commit suicidal mind, murderous acts, Maniac, excretory organs, 

genitals, Feet, Breathing. 

Ketu Feet, excretory organs (anus), impotency, Belly 

 
The above list is not complete. Then again certain understanding it can accommodate to the 
actual facts.  
To understand the facts of the reality we need to examine Natal charts to for the clarity and 
understanding. The forecast of the charts would give the person enough headsup and could act 
as a preventive measure.  
In modern world, after contracting health issues they reach the Doctor for assistance instead of 
proactively saving themselves before contracting the health issues is observed in prevalent of 
major population. 
 

Chart analysis 
On Analyzing the Chart as per Research Methodology. 
Gender: Male 
Date of Birth: 01-Feb-2020 
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Time of Birth: 06:30 hours 

Place of Birth: Coimbatore 

Latitude: 11N01.00 

Longitude: 77E00.00

 
Table 1: Traditional natal chart 

 

 
 

Analysis 

I have used Natal chart information used are as below: 

 
Table 2: Planetary positions 

 

Bhava spashta 

Bhava Bhava Arambha Bhava madhya Bhava antya 

I Sag 29°58'40" Cap 13°32'51" Cap 29°58'40" 

II Cap 29°58'40" Aqu 16°24'28" Pis 02°50'17" 

III Pis 02°50'17" Pis 19°16'05" Ad 05°41'54" 

IV Ari 05°41'54" Ari 22°07'43" Tau 05°41'54" 

V Tau 05°41'54" Tau 19°16'05" Gem 02°50'17" 

VI Gem 02°50'17" Gem 16°24'28" Gem 29°58'40" 

VII Gem 29°58'40" Can 13°32'51" Can 29°58'40" 

VIII Can 29°58'40" Leo 16°24'28" Vir 02°50'17" 

IX Vir 02°50'17" Vir 19°16'05" Lib 05°41'54" 

X Lib 05°41'54" Lib 22°07'43" Sco 05°41'54" 

XI Sco 05°41'54" Sco 19°16'05" Sag 02°50'17" 

XII Sag 02°50'17" Sag 16°24'28" Sag 29°58'40" 

 
Table 3: General significators aligned by cusp 

 

General significators 

Cusp In star of occu. Occupants In star of own. Owner 

I Sa Ma Su Me  Sa 

II Mo Ju Ve  Sa 

III Su Mo Ve Ju 

IV   Me Ma 

V Ra Ra Mo Ju Ve 

VI   Ma Me 

VII   Su Mo 

VIII   Sa Su 

IX   Ma Me 

X   Mo Ju Ve 

XI Me Ke Ma Ke Me Ma 

XII Ve Ju Sa Ve Ju 

 

In traditional method, this person will have health related 

issues due to planet Mercury. This means Mercury related 

diseases that are caused by Pitha, Kapha and Vadaha. Specific 

body component is all about nervous system in the body.  

Body parts related to Mercury are Nervous system, Brain, 

Skin, Ear Nose & Throat (ENT) dieases, Back bone, lungs, 

dental, left hand.  

Diseases caused by Mercury are Speech disorder, Dumbness, 

mouth related illness, Seizures, paralysis, falling from heights, 

Typhoid, Deafness, Chicken pox.  

In this chart Mercury is in 2nd cusp on Capricorn. Rahu is also 

in in Gemini then again is in 5th cusp though it appears as 6th 

cusp in the traditional chart. Then means Mars will give most 

of the sickness. Rahu indicating micro poisoning diseases 

though it appears it won’t give illness.  

 

Generic predictions 

This person will be of prolonged the laziness. This person has 

an aggressive spirit and we have interest in social work and 

political activities. Is person may join military service or 

acquire success through pioneer work. Life will be changed 

full unremarkable in many ways. You be a bright person, high 

passionate pleasure loving and family adopt in art and poetry.  

Generally, we will have vulnerability which may lead to 

varicose, veins, heart palpitation, poor blood circulation, 

muscular spasms and injuries to calf and ankle. 

http://www.jyotishajournal.com/
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Dogmatic approach to work and over optimistic deadlines 

litre tiredness and muscular tensions which may pave the way 

for the diseases setting in. 

By doing regular exercise; by consuming plenty of 

pomegranates, spinach and Queens; this will keep this person 

fit and forever young. Since it has no application in the chart 

this person will be in good health.  

Sun afflicts moon in the chart female likely to suffer from free 

marriage conditions and some eye sight problems. 

As moon afflicts in this chat he may have body fluid 

circulation and eliminate problems. She may also suffer from 

cold and dropsical swellings. 

This chart has a uniqueness of Saturn and guru are you placed 

in the 12th house. Distance from the twelfth house and they 

will see the sixth house. This means the sickness also can be 

brought into Saturn and guru. Typically, any sickness occurs 

for this person will take time to heal. Rashi spread across and 

water typically dustbins Gemini and cancer. Most of the 

disease will come the source of airborne and eventually water. 

When the planet occurs 12th, 6th and 8th this person will be in 

bedridden condition. Birth Dasa is shukra Dasha. This 

translates shukra indicate twelfth cusp. Rahu typically works 

on sixth cusp.  

Any combination of planets in the star of Mars guru Saturn 

chakra along with Saturn and Surya will bring him to the 

highest level of illness and bed ridden condition. 

Connection can happen when the planets are in the stars of 

Mars and other will also occur. This is based on KP system of 

astrology. 

This person will have the nature of living and spending on 

luxurious comforts. 

 

Conclusion 

In reality the chart is as per the exact planetary alignments 

caused. There is always possibility of the charts that can go 

wrong due to the exact alignments in terms of precision such 

as. This can be compensated by bringing in the traditional 

methodology, chart correction and rectification of chart by 

correlating the precision with actual events.  
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